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ABSTRACT

We propose multi-modal person veri cation using voice and images as a solution to the
secured access problem. The necessary i/o devices are now standard, cheaply available and, most importantly, constitute the two most important human communication
modalities. The visual part currently involves i) matching of a coarse grid containing
Gabor phase information from face images, ii) facial feature localization and extraction
iii) 3D biometrical feature extraction by structured light. The acoustic part uses three
methods (DTW, SOSM and HMM) to compare voice references extracted from the
speech signal. In the acoustic part LPC coecients are extracted and three di erent
classi ers are used in parallel. The global decision is taken by applying a Furui threshold to the individual methods and in combining the individual results according to a
majority law.

1. INTRODUCTION
In tele-services and tele-shopping applications, the usage scenarios are such that a large
number of potential services are hampered from being put in operation. Many of those
which are in operation or in planning rely heavily on the transfers of PIN's over the
unprotected telephone lines. The credit card (which are around since several decades)
theft is a nuisance for individuals as well as for the market which accepts them. Also
with the current PIN based technologies, an application in which a speci c user is
given unlimited use of a service, e.g. consulting an updated document or database, is
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dicult to open to wide public as this would very quickly lend itself to abuse in that
some users would voluntarily give away their pin. Tele banking services based on voice
and video messaging could easily be implemented if the problem of secure veri cation
was an integral part of the messaging system.
Various mono modal person veri cation methods are known and are partly already
available on the market as products. They su er however, from various drawbacks
including high false acceptance rates, are perceived invasive, or simply too demanding
in terms of resources. Cheap Mono-modal recognition techniques are likely to reach
in a close future a saturation in performance. A promising, but challenging way of
overcoming such limitations, consists in combining results from several modalities.
The work presented in this paper is concerned with person identi cation/veri cation
based on face and voice features extracted from visual and acoustic data. The choice of
these modalities, [6], is motivated by the fact that these are part of the natural human
messaging modalities, and are cheap, to the extent that they are o ered as standard
accessories of personal computers and work stations.

2. DATABASE FOR TESTS
The goal of a multi-modal recognition scheme is to improve the recognition rates by
combining single modalities, in this context face and voice features. This requires the
development of fusion methods, i.e. the merge of individual results given by separate
analysis of di erent modalities (e.g. voice texture and face features) or, more eciently,
the direct analysis of a combination of di erent modalities (e.g. study of speech/lip
synchronization). Due to the relative novelty of multi-modal identi cation, our own
material had to be recorded since no existing database could meet our requirements of
o ering all modalities needed by the multiple recognition tasks. These requirements
are the presence of synchronized speech and image in the database and the possibility
of extracting 3-D face features from the same database.
Our current database includes 37 di erent faces and provides 5 shots for each person.
These shots were taken at one week intervals or when drastic face changes occurred
in the meantime. During each shot, people are asked to count from '0' to '9' in their
native language (most of the people is French speaking), rotate the head from 0 to -90
degrees, again to 0, then to +90 and back to 0 degrees. They are also asked to rotate
the head again without glasses if they wear any. From the whole sequence, 3 parts are
extracted : the "voice" sequence, the "motion" sequence and the "glasses o " motion
sequence (if any). The rst data sequence can be used for speech veri cation, 2-D
dynamic face veri cation (choosing the most appropriate picture out of the sequence)
and speech/lips movement correlation. The other two sequences are meant for face
recognition purposes only and provide information about the 3-D face features thanks
to the motion. These two sequences may also be used for implementing and comparing
other recognition techniques like recognition from 2-D facial pictures, pro le view and
multiple views. For each person of the database, the most dicult shot to recognize is
labeled as the 5th shot. They mainly di er from the others because of face variations
(head tilted, eyes closed, di erent hairstyle, presence of a hat/scarf...), voice variations
or shot imperfections (poor focus, di erent zoom factor, poor voice SNR...).
It was decided to use good quality material for the recording, leaving space in the

future to degrade quality in order to simulate a given low-cost acquisition system. A
Hi8 video camera (576x720, 50Hz-interlaced, 4:2:2) was chosen for the shooting and
a D1 digital recorder for the recording and editing. In order to reduce the storage
requirement, television sequences are then down-converted into CIF (288x360 pixels,
25Hz-Progressive, 4:2:2). This conversion removes every other eld and performs horizontal down-sampling in the remaining frame with respect to the MPEG-2 TM5 speci cation. By keeping active pixels only, the nal resolution for the database images
is 286x350 pixels. Concerning voice acquisition, the sound track is digitally recorded
using a 48kHz sampling frequency and 16 bit linear data.
Besides the particular case of the last shots, the database can be considered as
having been produced under "ideal" shooting conditions (good picture quality, indoor
shooting, nearly constant illumination, uniform gray background) and within a highly
cooperative scenario (as much as they could, people followed the instructions they were
given). Nevertheless, we can notice some impairments with respect to the theoretical
case : - some people do no rotate their head properly (horizontal translation of the
head in the direction of the rotation, vertical tilt depending on the rotation angle, no
full covering of the 180 frontal degrees...), - some people might have their mouth open
during one rotation of the head, closed during the other, ending up on di erent shapes
in the pro le view, - some people close their eyes while moving the head, - the direction
of starting the rotation of the head is not xed over the di erent shots, - some people
are speaking very low (resulting in a poor sound SNR), - some people can not keep
from smiling during the shot, - rotation speed can be highly variable between di erent
shots, but also within the same shot, - re ections on eyes and glasses, - blurry images
during fast head rotation, due to limited shutter speed.
However, similar imperfections (combined with other as well) will appear when implementing a practical recognition scheme. Moreover people will expect the recognition
algorithms to be able to deal with such imperfections. From this point of view, this
face database can be seen as a good material to test the robustness of the recognition algorithms with regards to common problems. Assuming an algorithm would not
overcome the imperfections encountered here, it would be dicult for this algorithm
to overcome those associated with true operational conditions.

3. VERIFICATION BY IMAGES
3.1. Extraction of facial features
In this approach the biometric features based on the distances between eyes and mouth,
as well as the shape of the head constitute the recognition base. Due to variations in
illumination, background, visual angle and facial expressions, the problem is complex.
In the following we present an approach that localizes faces in color images on the
base of shape and color (HSV) information. The hypotheses for faces are veri ed by
searching for facial features inside of the face-like regions. This is done by applying
morphological operations and minima localization to intensity images.

3.1.1. Face localization and approximation
In the eld of face localization, approaches have been published using texture [7], depth
[12], shape [11] and color information [24] or combinations of them. Still the detection
of facial regions out of scenes with complex background is a problem.
In our approach we take advantage of the skin-speci c color and the oval shape of faces.
As discriminating color information we consider the attributes hue and saturation.
The e ectiveness of using color information was also shown in [7]. Our results of
the segmentation step are shown in Fig. 1a,b.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: Detection of facial regions

(c)

Because faces are characterized by their oval shape, looking for faces in an image
means to detect objects with nearly elliptical shape. Mostly this is done based on
edges (e.g. [11]), but we have chosen an approach based on regions. The advantage
of considering regions is that they are more robust against noise and changes in illumination. In a rst step connected components are determined by applying a region
growing algorithm at a coarse resolution of the segmented image. Then we check for
each connected component, if its shape is nearly elliptical or not. For that, based on
moments, we compute the best- t ellipse and then we assess, how well the connected
component is approximated by . This is done by evaluating the following measure
:
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determines the distance between the connected component and the best- t ellipse by
counting the "holes" inside of the ellipse and the points of the connected component
that are outside of the ellipse. Based on a threshold on this ratio, the ellipses that
are good approximations of connected components are selected and considered as face
candidates. In the case of the example we obtain the results shown in Fig. 1c.
By searching for facial features inside of the connected components, the face hypotheses
are veri ed.
V

3.1.2. Eyes and mouth localization
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In intensity images eyes and mouth di er from the rest of the face because of the color
of the pupils, the sunken eye-socket and the light red color of the lips. We make use of
this observation and extract the positions of eyes and mouth by analysis of the topographic grey level relief inside of face-like regions.
In a preprocessing step, we enhance the dark regions by applying a grey scale erosion
[19] and an extremum sharpening operation [18]. For the example scene, the results
illustrated in Figure 2 (left) are obtained. Eyes and mouth and parts of the hair and
beard regions are emphasized.
The position of eyes and mouth are determined by searching for minima in the topographic grey-level relief. For that we rst compute the mean grey-level of every row
of the connected component and then determine minima in this y-relief. Beginning
with the uppermost minima in y-direction, we search for minima in x-direction. The
positions of the eyes are found, if two minima in x-direction are detected that meet
the requirements for eyes concerning e.g. eye distance, relative position inside of head,
signi cance of maximum between them. In case that reliably candidates for eyes are
found, we look for mouth candidates. The search is started below of the eyes. Again,
rst the y-relief is investigated for minima and in case of a minimum, minima in xdirection are detected. For each of these minima is checked, if it meets the requirements
for the mouth that concern e.g. width of the mouth, relative position inside of the head
and relative position between eyes and mouth. On this basis, the best mouth candidate
is chosen.
Examples for such reliefs in x- and y- direction are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Detection of facial features
In the y-relief minima can be seen for eyes, mouth and beard. The minima in
x-direction correspond with the vertical position of eyes and mouth.
Results of the detection of facial features are shown in the right. The eyes and the
mouth are well localized.

3.2. Gabor response matching on a grid for face recognition
3.2.1. Feature vectors
The feature vectors we use are sets of features that describe local properties of points
in the image. A feature vector can describe complex structures like line stops, corners,
and crossings without having a model or any a priori knowledge of the structure being
described.
Each face is described by a set of feature vectors positioned on nodes of a coarse
grid, similar to that in [17]. Comparing two face images is accomplished by matching
and adapting a grid taken from one image to the features of the other image.
Fig. 3 shows a feature vector that is used for every grid node as feature vector.
We use complex Gabor responses to determine the feature vector from lters with 6
orientations and 3 resolutions.
Scale 0

Orientations

Scale 1

Scale 2

Figure 3: The feature vectors we have used are based on Gabor features from lters
with 6 orientations and 3 resolutions.
We have examined two di erent feature vectors: phase and modulus of the complex
valued vectors we obtained from Gabor responses.
3.2.2. Matching Gabor responses on a grid
The method for grid matching we employ consists of two steps. The rst, coarse matching translates the undeformed grid that has been stored in a database and attempts to
nd the best correspondence between the grid and the image to be veri ed. The second
step performs local matches around the grid points in order to nd local minima. This
results in a deformed grid. The degree of deformation as well as the mismatch of the
feature vectors can be used as a measure for face di erence. We have examined two
di erent distance measures, namely the sum of all feature vector distances between
grid and test image, and the sum of changes in Euclidean distances between the grid
nodes caused by the deformation.
The rst experiments suggest that the sum of the feature vector distances provides
a reliable measure for pattern distance.

Other methods for calculating the grid distance could be based on the grey levels
of the deformed rectangles that are being formed by the edges of the grid. In this case
the graph matching is only used to tackle the correspondence problem between two
face images.
3.2.3. Performance Measures
A number of measures can be used to evaluate the performance of a recognition scheme.
The performance measures that are used for person identi cation is the recognition
rate (RR), false rejection rate (FRR), and false acceptance rate (FAR). The multimodal approach requires a measure to evaluate the importance of every modality. A
useful measure could be the ratio between the cost of an additional modality and the
improvement in the recognition rate.
The performance should be measured on a standard face image database to allow
for the comparison with other identi cation schemes. However the application areas of
person identi cation are di erent, and the requirements vary considerably. In addition
to that we need a database containing di erent modalities to evaluate the methods we
have developed in a multi-modal person identi cation scheme. Hence, the need of a
special face and speech database mentioned previously.
3.2.4. Results on grid matching
For face recognition, we have used an image database with 40 persons. Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 show two faces to be compared. Fig. 6 shows the same image as in Fig. 4 but
with a superimposed test grid. Fig. 7 shows the deformed test grid computed from
Fig. 6 that best matches the image in Fig. 5.

Figure 4: First test Figure 5: Second Figure 6: First test Figure 7: Second
image.
test image.
image with super- test image with deimposed test grid. formed test grid.
Table 1 shows the distance measure between face images as a matrix. We have used
pairs of images from 10 individuals not displaying any emotion, that have been taken
at times more than two weeks apart. We can show that corresponding face images are
recognised in most of the cases as more similar than images from di erent individuals.
Indeed, one can notice that for every line and every column, the diagonal element is the

smallest. This means that by taking the minimum distance as criterion for recognition,
no error is made.
person no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
1020
1587
1563
1567
1303
1600
1523
1469
1624
1638

2
1410
1034
1550
1428
1244
1488
1317
1414
1551
1334

3
1635
1574
1267
1392
1791
1620
1530
1490
1475
1558

4
1430
1587
1400
1274
1543
1526
1374
1422
1517
1554

5
1360
1315
1518
1448
1071
1295
1420
1366
1556
1461

6
1513
1309
1537
1448
1350
1028
1305
1407
1551
1457

7
1570
1417
1542
1536
1589
1419
1076
1430
1403
1273

8
1516
1459
1445
1438
1279
1367
1286
967
1464
1336

9
1526
1377
1491
1393
1659
1454
1459
1535
1077
1386

10
1530
1403
1652
1584
1491
1447
1305
1459
1419
1093

Table 1: This table shows the distances between the images of the rst series (vertical
entries) and of the second series (horizontal entries).
Fig. 8 illustrates graphically the results. A smaller distance is displayed as a darker
pixel.
Distance Matrix

First image series

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Second image series

Figure 8: This matrix shows the face distances as grey levels. Two series of 10 images
taken at di erent times have been used.
The distance function that describes the distance of one feature vector to all other
feature vectors in the image has only a few evanescent minima if we use the modulus
of the complex response as a distance measure. This leads to less reliable grid matchings than with the Gabor phase. Furthermore, Gabor phase produces more smoothly
deformed grids than Gabor magnitude, and without additional smoothness constraints.
However, phase as criterion for comparing feature vectors results in a face recognition method that is not robust to large scaling. The distance function for feature

vectors based on phase has a large number of well-de ned local minima. The initial
rigid translation of the grid prevents feature vectors to fall into wrong local minima,
but a large scaling of the face in the image to be tested can cause the feature vectors
to \drop" into the false minima.
Other features like local symmetry, [4], local orientation, [3], or orthogonal wavelets,
may also be used as features. Especially if no rotation has to be expected from the
pattern being sought, a fast wavelet transform could be used to accelerate the grid
matching.
An image can be reconstructed partly from the feature vector graph to demonstrate
the information contents of the labeled grid [25].

3.3. Structured light
We see structured light as a means to get rid of problems related to illumination and
posture (orientation, scale). Furthermore much static (robust), discriminant and easy
to detect characteristics lie in volume information (forehead, nose, cheek, lips, ...).
Structured light, [15], should o er a sucient precision, remain simple and cheap,
and be quick enough to avoid head motion defects and allow time integration. The
3D measurements are derived from triangulation thanks to a camera and a projector
casting a pattern of lines. The technique allows to reconstruct suciently well behaved
surfaces (such as a face) with only one image. Considering sequences of such images
is a possible means to increase precision or enlarge the volume seen. The illumination
disturbance (proper to active 3D systems) can be reduced by operating in near infrared.
Our preliminary tests with an o -the-shelf camera and a low cost projector have
proved promising. We are currently developing an automatic calibration procedure to
improve the precision further. (see Figure 9 and Figure 10). The characteristics brought
by the 3D analysis will concern curvature, distance and volume of speci c head parts.
First, the head will be roughly analyzed in terms of curvature (convex, concave) to
normalize the data with respect to orientation and scale variations (see [13]). Then
curvature values, volume and distance between head parts will be extracted as features.
This will bring new information in comparison with grey-level based features.

4. VERIFICATION BY SPEECH
4.1. System overview
The veri cation by speech is based on three methods for comparing the speech recorded
for veri cation with a reference built from training utterances of the claimed person.
These methods are: Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), Sphericity (SOSM), and Hidden
Markov Models (HMM). Each method outputs a scalar value, which can be considered
as a measure of conformity of the newly recorded speech with the stored speaker reference. Two of the methods (DTW and HMM) are speci c to text-dependent speaker
veri cation, i.e. to the case where the person says the same text when his identity
is veri ed as he said during training. The third one (SOSM) can be used for both,
text-dependent and text-independent, speaker veri cation. All the methods are used
here in a text-dependent case.

Figure 9: Image with structured
light

Figure 10: 3-D reconstruction

The comparison of the speech recorded for veri cation with the speaker reference is
performed on speech parameters which are extracted from the captured audio signal.
The speech parameters we use are the Linear Prediction Cepstral Coecients (LPCC)
[1, 23], the aim of which is to model the vocal tract of the speaker. They are computed
every 10ms, over a time window of 25ms. The way the speaker reference is built from
the speech parameters of the training utterances depends on the comparison method
(see section 4.2).
The veri cation decision, i.e. the decision whether to accept or reject the person,
is taken based on the results of the comparison methods (conformity measures). In
the case of a single comparison method, the decision is simply taken by thresholding
the comparison result, the problem being to nd the optimal threshold value. We have
investigated di erent ways of setting the threshold (see section 4.3). In the case where
the methods are combined, there are many possibilities for achieving a decision based
on the comparison results. This is a problem going into the topic of modalities fusion,
which is discussed in section 5.

4.2. Individual speech comparison methods

DTW, SOSM, and HMM are methods which have also been used in other speaker
veri cation systems. We explain here only what is particular to our system. For this,
we introduce the following de nitions. We call training vector, the time sequence of
LPC Coecients extracted from the training speech, and test vector, the time sequence
of LPCCs extracted from the speech recorded for veri cation, where both speech sequences are supposed to express the same text.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) A speaker reference vector is built in averaging
the training vectors (of the same text). The dynamic comparison performed by the

DTW method is applied between the test and reference vectors [14].
Sphericity (SOSM) A speaker reference vector is built in concatenating the training
vectors (of the same text). The conformity measure is the sphericity measure computed
from the covariance matrices of the reference and test vectors [9, 5].
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) We use left-right HMM structures [22]. The
number of states per model has been determined empirically. There is approximatively
one state for each phoneme and one state for each transition between phonemes. Each
state contains a single Gaussian.
For each text unit (e.g. digit), there exists one model for each speaker and a
world model. The two model types of the same text unit have the same structure.
A likelihood ratio (the likelihood of a speaker model divided by the likelihood of the
world model) is computed.
The world model is created from a database with a large number of speakers. The
speaker model is initialized with the world model and re-estimated with the training
vectors of the concerned speaker.

4.3. Acceptance/rejection decision
In case of a single comparison method (DTW, SOSM, or HMM), we have investigated
three ways of setting the decision threshold: EER global, EER individual, and Furui
[16].
Basically, the threshold value can be either general (i.e. the same for all the persons)
or individual (personal). The latter solution has more exibility and should give better
results. However, it has to face the short-coming of individual training data to give a
good estimate of the optimal threshold. \EER global" is a threshold common to all
the persons. \EER individual" and \Furui" are person-dependent thresholds.
On the database used for experimentation (see section 4.4), the best results were
obtained with the \Furui" threshold, for the DTW and SOSM methods, and with the
\EER global", for the HMM method. This last result can be explained by the fact
that, in the HMM case and not in the other ones, the comparison measure has been
normalized by taking the ratio between the likelihood of the person model and the
likehood of the world model.
In the case of multiple comparison methods, among the numerous possibilities for
achieving a decision based on the comparison results, we have used the following procedure. Individual decisions are taken in applying a threshold on the individual comparison results and the global decision is realized in applying a majority law to the
individual results. The performance achieved in combining the comparison methods in
the way just described is presented in the next section.

4.4. Results
The results which are available now concern a set of 10 speakers, whose voice data is
part of the Polycode database [20]. This database was recorded through a telephone
line in several sessions. In each session, each speaker had to say, among other sentences
in French, 5 times his 7-digits personal identi cation number (PIN) and 4 times all the
10 digits, in 4 di erent orders (which are the same for all the speakers).

The database has been divided into three disjoint sets of sessions: one for estimating
method parameters, one for training the speaker references, and one for veri cation
tests.
The data used for veri cation are as follows: for each speaker, 20 samples of his
PIN number pronounced by himself and 9x20 samples of his PIN number constructed
from 10-digits sequences pronounced by each of the other speakers. So, in total, there
are 200 correct access trials and 1800 impostor trials.
The veri cation performance are expressed in table 2 by the False Acceptance rate
(ratio of impostor trials falsely accepted) and the False Rejection rate (ratio of correct
access trials falsely rejected).
Table 2 shows that combining the methods in the way described in the last section
yelds an improvement of the false rejection rate. The false acceptance is slighthly
deteriorated. This can be due to the small size of the database, as well as the crudeness
of the fusion rule.
Method

FR%
FA%
(200 tests) (1800 tests)
DTW / Furui threshold
23.5
7.67
SOSM / Furui threshold
14.0
5.28
HMM / EER global threshold
3.5
2.5
Combined Decision
2.0
2.72

Table 2: Speech-based veri cation performance (individual and combined methods)

5. FUSION STRATEGIES
There are many possible ways of combining modalities. In principle, the fusion of
modalities could take place at any step of the \classical" pattern recognition processing
chain: data, features, or decision fusion [8]. However, since the methods we have
developed so far for features extraction and comparison are di erent from modality to
modality, the fusion has to occur in the last stage, i.e. the fusion is concerned with
taking the acceptance/rejection decision based on the output given by the di erent
comparison methods.
Up to now, fusion has only been studied and experimented with respect to the
three voice recognition methods. The problem of combining the comparison outputs
for taking a decision has been solved in applying to each individual comparison result
a proper decision threshold and in combining the individual decisions with a majority
law (see section 4.3).
We are currently extending the fusion to the visual features and we are investigating other ways of solving the problem, e.g. we are considering the possibility of
weighting the individual decision outputs. Rather than using constant weights, we are
investigating the possibilities of adapting the weights to a person or a person-class, or
to particular conditions where a method is more or less powerful.

6. CONCLUSION
Concerning visual aspects, we have shown that a technique combining Gabor phase
information with dynamic link matching is able to discriminate faces. The structured
light experiments have shown that 3-D biometric information is cheaply accessible.
Further studies to improve its precision is underway. Biometric features concerning
the facial features in terms of inter distances of eyes, mouth and nose necessitate a
robust localization of these features. Our tests indicate that model (such as ellipsoids)
based tting is a way to improve the robustness. Other easily available data from video
sequences, such as pro les [2], could be used to enhance the capacity of the image based
veri cation.
With respect to voice, we have shown that 3 di erent recognition methods can
individually achieve promising performance.
The combination of voice recognition methods achieves an increase of performances,
letting augur good results for the fusion with face features we are currently realizing.
Also foreseen is the test or estimation of performance achievable of a large multi-modal
database.
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